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1 Introduction

The Internet and its protocols have been greatly enhanced in the recent years. During the planning
of the Internet the main focus was set on to protect it against outside attacks by not relying on any
central element in the Internet. The original plans did not cover the protection against internal
attackers.
The Internet can be considered today as a constant battlefield. The Internet is full of continuous
attacks, most of which cannot be prevented or properly handled. More and more specialists and
researchers propose a complete clean slate redesign of the Internet with considerations of the
dangers observed today.
Attacks on the Internet have also been enhanced in recent years. The first viruses and exploits
were built to be just proof-of-concept tools or just for the sake of their own ego. Recently,
viruses, worms, pieces of spyware and other malicious code have been introduced to enable
spamming, phishing or collecting private data. The individual simple attacker was replaced by
the commercial-scale attackers who scan thousands of computer. Their goal is to gain control
over computers through their attacks and turn them into so-called zombies to help their future
goals.
Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks have been known for a long time. In recent years we have en-
countered many different forms of the attack. Two of the most basic and widespread versions are
the attacks using software bugs to disable (freeze or slow down) the server (e.g. ping of death),
and the simple flooding of the network to eat up all the available bandwidth. Meanwhile, protec-
tion against denial-of-service attacks did not improve substantially. The main reason behind this
is that the best protection against DoS is the appropriate architecture that helps to deal with the
problem. The Internet in its present form was not planned to focus on such problems. The DoS
problem is therefore a long known problem, but definitely not solved, and to find a solution in the
current architecture is difficult. My research is focused on this area, namely, on the possibility of
the protection against DoS problems in the current Internet infrastructure.
There are a number of publications about the possibility of DoS attacks. This could mean that
these attacks are really wide-spread, but that is not the case. DoS attacks could potentially be
a much larger problem than we currently observe. The protection against DoS attacks is very
difficult, but it is very easy to initiate a DoS attack. This shows that we have to take this issue
very seriously. Although DoS problems are rare, but all this could change soon and we are not
prepared for that.
We can also say that most of the current DoS attacks are not detected, and users only discover the
results through the collapse of the system or service. Administrators could also give excuses for
the problems without considering the possibility of a direct attack. In a modern IT subsystem, the
complicated chain of software and hardware elements make it very hard to find the real reason,
specifically the DoS attack in the background of the system collapse. Therefore, detection of
such attacks can be one of the hardest problems, and sometimes the protection against a detected
attack is easier than the detection itself.
The problem of spam is a good example of the problem of detection. The biggest part of today’s
Internet traffic is unsolicited emails, spam. The current state-of-the-art method against spam
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is the usage of spam-filtering software, but they consume a lot of server resources. The larger
number of e-mail messages received by the server means larger resource requirements that can
lead to a denial-of-service problem. This way, the system could collapse. A DoS situation occurs,
although the goal of the individual attacker was not a DoS attack and an individual attacker alone
might not cause a DoS. The result of the enormous amount of e-mails is a system collapse, but
the analysis of this collapse is a very hard problem because it is not a standard performance
planning problem based on service capacities and client needs, but rather a problem based on the
marketing processes of some attackers. The usual dependability and performance analysis might
be useless in this case, because these tools focus on real service needs and not on completely
different problems such as spam.
During my work I focused on problems that do not have sufficient coverage in the literature.
Some may think that these problems are solved, others might not recognize the importance of
these problems, or they tried to come up with solutions to this problems but did not solve them.
These problems include the modelling of the DoS attacks, protection against the attacks, formal
description of the attacks, analysis of the protection methods.

2 Research objectives

My preliminary research objective was to give new solutions and methods in the field of DoS
that can help to make the Internet safer. My objective included giving models of the attacks,
scientifically elaborated countermeasure methods, analysis, and important data for the handling
of the problems.
Two different approaches can be distinguished during the analysis of Internet attacks. The
academia tries to model the problems, to give formal methods, and to simplify the problems
in order to handle them. This approach has limitations, sometimes the proposed method cannot
be practically used because of simplifications. The other approach is the practical or engineering
approach, where people try to give practical solutions to the problems, without an in-depth analy-
sis, or scientific proof. They just think that the proposed method works, because their proposal is
based on practical experience. In many cases their results were not or cannot be analyzed, there
is no proof for the efficiency of the solutions, and the generalization of their work is problematic.
My goal was to incorporate the two approaches mentioned above. I wanted to handle practical
problems with the approach of an engineer and meanwhile maintain the scientific method, there-
fore propose a scientific analysis and formalism. This can be very problematic in the field of DoS
attack protection, as the attacks cannot be handled successfully using current scientific methods,
and simultaneously, practical solutions can only be applied in some of these problems.
During my research I observed that Denial-of-Service takes a distinguished place among open
Internet problems. The problem of DoS has close relation to many other current Internet attacks.
In the course of my research I tried to find a comprehensive solution for the problem. Since there
is no single general solution, I had to carry out in-depth analysis of the problem, as analyzing
the protocol DoS-specific behavior and using the extra information of the protocol to enhance
protection.
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The main goal of my research was therefore to give new solutions to enhance the protection
against DoS and to give models and methods to facilitate the scientific elaboration of these prob-
lems.

3 Research methodology

In the first phase of my research I tried to gain practical experience regarding Internet security
problems. By my scientific and industrial expertise I encountered problems that could be solved
using the current approaches and solutions. I started to model these problems and to plan and
deploy protection methods against them. I analyzed the problem using both standard and novel
methods too. I validated my analytical results with simulation to avoid errors within the formal
methods of the research. After obtaining formal results I went back to the practical questions
of the specific problem. I built a prototype application to show that the proposed method is
workable and helps to solve the problem.

4 Definition of Denial of Service problems

I defined the denial-of-service condition (Denial-of-Service, or DoS) as follows: If the function-
ality of the system or network service in the field of informatics is degraded so much that their
clients cannot accept that degradation of the service (where the clients can be real persons or
other entities such as software components), and the cause of the change is not a physical one,
then we state that the system went into a denial-of-service condition.
Meanwhile, Denial-of-Service attack (DoS) is defined in the following way: If a system or
network service in the field of informatics is harmed by a third party who intentionally tries to
degrade the performance of the service by his or her wishes to a denial-of-service condition, then
we talk about a Denial-of-Service attack
The Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack always means that there is an attacker behind the results.
Meanwhile, the DoS condition can also be the result of one of the several other circumstances:
for example, if the attacker sends unsolicited e-mails to our system, and therefore he causes the
mailing system to freeze (and unable to handle future requests), then we can say that a DoS
problem occours, and we cannot really say that a a DoS attack happened. The problem of DoS
attacks is very much related to the problem of dependability and resilience, but the goals of those
areas of research differ considerably: in the area of DoS we investigate a problem of security,
therefore the usable methods and solutions can differ significantly from the other solutions and
results shown in the field of dependability.
During my research it was not really necessary to distinguish between a real DoS attack and an
unintentional DoS situation. My proposed methods aim to handle DoS conditions whatever their
real reasons are. Whenever it is really necessary to distinguish between a DoS condition and a
DoS attack, I will indicate it appropriately.
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5 New results

The result of my research can be divided into the following three claims or theses:
In the first part I tried to deal with the general form of DoS problems, where I analyzed and
enhanced the protection of application-level protocols against general DoS problems. My results
show that the outcome of this approach is not sufficient to handle every type of the problem and
they have certain limitations.
In the second claim I concentrated on the problem of Denial-of-Service attacks against Internet
STMP (e-mail) servers. Not counting the very service-specific solutions, there are only a few
available methods against this threat. I proposed a method to protect against DoS attacks by
observing and analyzing the traffic to a particular system.
No matter how excellent general solutions we manage to come up with, specific solutions against
DoS problems utilizing special properties of the protected system or service can be more useful
than general protection. In my third group of claims I focused on the prevention of DoS attacks.
I investigated a special problem: this section contains the analysis of Directory Harvest Attacks
(DHA) (a type of attack to collect e-mail addresses). DHA and infecting hosts might be used to
prepare DoS attack. By giving countermeasures against these threats we also enhance protection
against other problems, like DoS.

Claim 1 - Protection against DoS problems with client-side puzzle approach
combined with game theoretical methods

Supporting publications: [J1], [C2], [C3]
I propose a novel game theoretical approach for the analysis of the client-side puzzle tech-
nique against DoS attacks. I determined the optimum of the game depending on the cost
parameters. I constructed a novel client-side puzzle challenge, which uses multiplications
of prime numbers. The advantage of the proposed algorithms is that its computational
complexity can be precisely computed.
I proposed a solution against DoS attacks with the use of a client-side puzzle technique combined
with game-theoretical methods. I analyzed and described in detail how current protocols can
be enhanced to be protected against DoS attacks with the proposed use of a client-side puzzle
technique. I described in detail how the proposed technique enhances the protection against DoS
attacks. I also defined methods to describe the behavior of the attacker and the server in a game
theoretical way and I also showed how the usage of mixed strategies can enhance the protection
against DoS attacks. The protection against DoS attacks can be enhanced with my proposed
approach that combines game theoretical analysis and client-side puzzle technique. A further
advantage of my work is that with the usage of both methods the analysis of DoS protection is
easier and therefore better protection methods can be proposed.
I propose a scalable client-side puzzle challenge that uses the product of prime numbers. It is
not easy to propose a client-side puzzle challenge with the necessary properties against DoS
attacks. The generation of the challenge should be fast and also the verification process should
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be easy. The storage need of the puzzle at the server side should be low. The computational
need at the client side should be given. My proposed client-side puzzle in this section carries
a number of advantages and good properties, it is well understandable and the implementation
can be also easy. The biggest advantage of my proposed puzzle against hash-based solutions is
that it uses only basic operations such as multiplication and therefore the resource need of the
puzzle is much more appropriate. To support the applicability of my proposed client-side puzzle,
I give the necessary parameter computation through the analysis of the computational need of
the puzzle.

Introduction and modeling

The cryptographically designed protocols (where we think about such communication protocols
that use cryptographic operations) are mostly highly vulnerable to DoS attacks, as they execute
complex computations such as a public key encryption. The possibilities and goals of the attack-
ers can be very different. E.g. a DoS attackers can successfully attack a cryptographic protocol,
even if it is generally considered as a safe protocol.
The DoS attackers try to enforce the attacked parties to execute a large quantity of unneeded
procedures in a certain time, and they also try to fix that these procedures mean a large quantity
of computational need to the server. Of course, the goal of the attackers in this case is to minimize
their resource consumption. Possibly, both the attacking client and the server uses their resources
optimally, they try to use up the least energy to fullfil their goals.
Researchers (e.g. [1], [2]) proposed methods to refine the protocols to mitigate the problem, but
the applicability and effect of these solutions is limited. A more general approach is the client-
side puzzle technique (e.g. [3],[5]), which helps to deal with multiple problems, such as DoS and
spam. Although, only a few researchers analyzed how the client-side puzzle techniques is usable
against distributed DoS (DDoS) attacks, and the proper analysis on the practical implementation
of the client-side puzzle is also not deeply elaborated. It is a hard task to model and analyze the
situation with a real-life human attacker. I tried to use game theoretical approach to analyze the
practical possibility of the use of the client-side puzzle approach thus giving protection method
against some of the possible types of DoS attacks.
In the case of client-side puzzle we extend the communication protocol with a new header part.
This protocol header is a challenge-response solution that provides protection for the following
parts of the original protocol.
I propose to increase the efficiency of the client-side puzzle approach with the use of game
theoretical methods. In my proposed method the client-side puzzle protocol header is defined
between the server (S) and the client (C). In the first step, the server gets a service request and
answers with a puzzle (challenge) to the client. The client solves the puzzle and sends back the
results. The server verifies the received result and if is correct, it executes the original (protected)
protocol steps.
The attacker can choose among three main possible strategies. In the first attacking strategy the
attacker only executes the first protocol step, the service request, and gives no answer to the
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server in the next step. This strategy means that the attacker does not want to waste resources to
even answer the request, but the reason can also be that the attacker cannot receive data from the
server (e.g. in specific spoofing conditions).
If the attacker chooses the second strategy, then a false (e.g. random) solution is being sent back
to enforce the server to verify the results and therefore let the server consume more resources.
If the third strategy is chosen, the attacker properly executes the steps of the client-side puzzle
protocol. The attacker chooses this strategy to let the server execute the protocol steps following
of the client-side puzzle protocol header, such as making a resource consuming digital signature
creation.
The goal of the client-side puzzle is therefore to ensure that the attacker won’t choose the third
strategy for attack purposes, and therefore prevent to waste resources in the following protocol
steps. The above mentioned strategies of the attacker is denoted by A1,A2 and A3.
The possible protection strategies of the server is modeled by the complexity level of the puzzle.
For simplicity we assume that the server can choose between two computational complexity
levels of the puzzle. The strategies of the corresponding strategies are denoted with S1 (lower
complexity) and S2 (higher complexity). G(Aj ,Sk) denotes a game where the attacker chooses
strategy Aj , while the server chooses strategy Sk.
Even this simplified game theoretical model can help to enhance the protection of the protocols
against DoS attacks in a better way than the previously proposed methods.
With the description of the cost elements we can define the matrix of the game as shown in
Table 1.

S1 S2

x1 x2

A1 y1 M11 = cc(1) · R
cr

M12 = cc(2) · R
cr

A2 y2 M21 = (cc(1) + cv(1)) · R
cr+cg

M22 = (cc(2) + cv(2)) · R
cr+cg

A3 y3 M31 = (cc(1) + cv(1) + ce) · R
cr+ca(1)+cp

M32 = (cc(2) + cv(2) + ce) · R
cr+ca(2)+cp

R: available resources; costs: cr: service request; cc(k): making a challenge with complexity k; cg:
wrong answer; ca(k): right answer for a challenge with complexity k ; cv(k): verification of the answer;

cp:service request; ce: service provision

Table 1: Matrix of the game

As the solution of the game the participants can choose a pure or a mixed strategy. In the case of
a mixed strategy the strategy can be defined by a probability distribution among the strategies,
this is denoted by X = {x1, x2} for the server and with Y {y1, y2, y3} at the attacker.
The protection against DoS attacks can be enhanced with my proposed approach that combines
game theoretical analysis and client-side puzzle technique. A further advantage of my work is
that with the usage of both methods the analysis of the DoS protection is easier and therefore
better protection methods can be proposed. In the dissertation I show how the solution of the
game can be computed in typical cases and also show that if the server uses a pure strategy then
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the attacker will also choose a pure strategy, in this special game the mixed strategy degenerates
into pure strategy.

Proposal for a client-side puzzle

Let T = {p1, p2, . . . , pN} be a publicly known, ordered set of N prime numbers. A set S of k
primes is selected randomly from T . The selection can be made with or without replacement.
Below, we assume that it is done without replacement (i.e., S is a subset of T ). The analysis can
directly be extended to the case of selection with replacement. The elements of S are multiplied
together, and the product is denoted by m:

m = pi1 · pi2 · . . . · pik

My proposal for a client-side puzzle is to use one of the following challenges:

• Puzzle 1: The puzzle is the product m.

• Puzzle 2: Let m′ be a modification of m, such that ` consecutive bits,
mr,mr+1, . . . , mr+`−1 are replaced with zeros in the binary representation of m.
The puzzle is the resulting number m′ together with position r.

For both puzzles, the task of the client is to find the prime factors of m (or m′ in case of Puzzle 2),
and respond with their corresponding indices in T . (considering that T is ordered)
It is not easy to propose a client-side puzzle challenge with the necessary properties against DoS
attacks. The generation of the challenge should be fast and also the verification process should
be easy. The storage need of the puzzle at the server side should be low. The computational need
at the client side should be given. In some cases it is also needed that a parallelization at the
solution at the client side to solve the puzzle should not be possible. The client should not be
able to speed-up the solution with any optimization effort. My proposed solution has very good
properties according to above mentioned needs.

Analysis of the proposed client-side puzzle

One important precondition of the practical use of the proposed puzzle is to give its computa-
tional need at the client side and to give exact information about the setting of the parameters.
During the analysis I show how the necessary resources can be calculated at the client side there-
fore I give instructions how the client-side puzzle approach can be practically implemented.
In case of Puzzle 1, the client calculates its response in the following natural way: Let µ be a
variable that is updated in each step of the computation. Initially, µ = m. In step i, the client
checks if pi is a factor of µ (and hence of m). If so, then µ is updated to take the value of µ

pi
and

we store the index i; otherwise µ does not change. This procedure is repeated until all factors of
m is found (i.e., µ becomes 1).
During the above computation, at least k − 1 divisions are made1, where the divisors are n bit

1Note that the last prime factor need not be checked by division.
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size primes, and the size of the dividend decreases gradually from kn to 2n. The average number
of divisions is given by the following formula:

D(N, k) =
N∑

i=k

qi · (i− 1) (1)

where qi is the probability that the largest index in S is i, and it is computed as:

qi =

(
i− 1
k − 1

)

(
N
k

) (2)

In case of Puzzle 2, the client is forced to do more calculations. The client may choose from the
following two procedures:

• The client tries possible substitutions for the missing bits. If a substitution is incorrect, then
the client will likely get prime factors that do not belong to set T . In this case, the client
continues with choosing another substitution. The average number of divisions required is
approximately N2`−1, thus the complexity of solving the puzzle is increased with a factor
of 2`−1 on average.

• The client directly calculates different products of k primes from set T until the tested
product m′ is obtained. The average number of multiplications required is

1

2

(
N
k

)
(k − 1)

My proposed client-side puzzle is well understandable and the implementation can be also easy.
I also give the necessary parameter computation through the analysis of the computational need
of the puzzle. I also provide a comparison with the hash-based client puzzles proposed by other
researchers. After the publication of the proposal for the new client-side puzzle, I identified a
possible attack agains my scheme. The attack, and the protection against it is described in the
dissertation.
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Claim 2 – Protection based on traffic analysis against Denial-of-Service
problems in Internet e-mail environment

Publications: [C1], [C4], [C6]
I propose a new protection method against DoS attacks based on network traffic analysis.
The proposed method does not need the modification of the network elements outside the
victim server and minimizes the number of legitimate sources blocked by the server.
By performing measurements I show that it is possible to carry out successful Denial-of-Service
attacks against SMTP servers with only a low bandwidth usage, and the possibility is even more
feasible when using content filtering combined with the SMTP server.
My proposed new protection method is based on traffic analysis. In a front-end module we
identify DoS attacks and filter out attackers. I show how the probability of false positive and
false negative error event can be computed.
I give an upper bound to the error rate of the detection algorithm, and to the probability of false
identification. These calculations help us to the design the real-life parameters of the protection
system. Simulations confirm analytical results and help in further investigation of the sensitivity
of the parameters
I designed an architecture for my system to be successfully inserted into a real-life SMTP sce-
nario. Based on the proposed architecture I designed and developed a prototype of my proposed
protection method.

Motivation: Performance measurements of SMTP content filters

Two DoS methods against Internet sites are reported most often:

• The attacker attacks a specific (programming) error to disable the service (e.g. ping of
death)

• The attacker floods the server with a high volume traffic, and the server cannot handle
the amount of traffic, or, sometimes even the available bandwidth is overloaded with the
attacking traffic.

This two attacking behavior is most typical in today’s Internet, but in the future more sophisti-
cated attacking methods can appear. A protection against DoS attacks can be easily, or at least
possibly deployed if the behavior of the attacker can be clearly distinguished from the behavior
of a legitimate user. One of the typical DoS attacks is currently the SYN flooding (without IP
spoofing) where the behavior of the attacker can be easily distinguished and therefore the sources
of the attack can be detected and a successful protection can be performed.
A countermeasure against such attacks is still an important problem, mainly because of the or-
ganizational and coordinating efforts. However, when the attacker cannot be identified and dis-
tinguished from the legitimate users, we have a much harder problem. These attackers exploit
the fact that on the application level the sending of a query to a server has only a low resource
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consumption in contrast of the possible very high resource consumption at the server side. In
this way the attacker can force the server to carry out complex and resource consuming efforts
with only sending a few network packets.
A typical attack example is when the attacker sends e-mails to an e-mail server (SMTP server) to
use up resources at the server, meanwhile only consuming a low amount of network bandwidth.
This way the attacker is hardly distinguished in the network layer from the legitimate sources.
I carried out measurements to obtain information on the typical SMTP delivery performance,
focusing on content filtering such as virus and spam detection. I wanted to investigate how much
resource consumes the delivery of an email, what is the delivery throughput on the server. I
was unable to find similar, scientific grade measurements about SMTP delivery performance.
It was therefore unclear, who SMTP servers are resistant to DoS attacks or other DoS related
problems (e.g. large amount of spam messages). I focused to investigate how the content filtering
(spam and virus filtering) modifies the performance of the server capacity. According to my
industrial experience it is not uncommon that a server is delaying the delivery of a large number
of messages for hours. The literature in contrast does not explain what can we expect from a
general e-mail server today.
To carry out measurements in this environment, we face to a number of difficulties. This can be
the reason why we cannot find too much information regarding to this topic in the literature. To
carry out measurements we have to know how the SMTP servers work. The SMTP servers have
a few well distinguished phases during the delivery process. The processes on the e-mails may
overlap and some processes can be delayed, and the delivery of a single e-mail can also be very
different from the other e-mails. Meanwhile, the server has a lot of different parameters that can
seriously affect the delivery performance, e.g. some times it also can communicate with third
parties during the delivery process that consumes network bandwidth (e.g. RBL, reverse-DNS).
The mail delivery process performance is therefore a complex and hard-to-investigate question.
Another important problem is how we can make the necessary workload (test messages) during
measurements. Sometimes the generation of test messages can also consume considerable re-
sources (e.g. generating random e-mails for testing spam filters) and therefore this can affect the
validity of our measurements. I carried out my measurements considering these problems and
designed a standard measurement environment where the results can be compared to each other.
The successful execution of my measurements needed a large amount of preparation work.
During my measurements I sent e-mails in the size of 4kb with a specially designed environment
from multiple sources. The tested SMTP servers and content filters were selected from the most
often used solutions. I collected the performance data in the case when we do not provide content
filtering. In this case the delivery speed is 17-64 e-mail/sec in my standard environment.
In the second phase of my measurements I showed that a simple virus filtering (in my case Exim
MTA combined with Amavisd and ClamAV) how deeply degrades performance. In contrast of
the original 30 e-mail/sec performance the delivery rate declined to 6,81 e-mails/sec. This per-
formance degradation is really significant and seriously harms the DoS resilience of the service.
Table 2 shows the measured performance in the case when we carried out both e-mail and spam
filtering. The different spam-filtering configurations shown in the different rows.
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Table 2: Delivery performance in the case of content filtering
used SpamAssassin modules and test e-
mail

average time
to delivery

std.
dev.

average
delivery rate
(e-mail/sec)

std.
dev.

Razor, bayes, fixed message 294.0 14.1 5.11 0.2
Razor, bayes random message 945.0 7.0 1.59 0.1
Local_tests_only, random message 448.0 15.5 3.38 0.2
No razor, bayes, random message 458.0 4.2 3.27 0.1
Razor, no bayes, random message 975.1 7.4 1.54 0.1
Razor, mysql-bayes, random message 789.5 9.6 1.90 0.1

As a summary of my measurements we can observe that the average e-mail throughput of a
server can decline from the low 30 e-mails/sec to an even lower 2 e-mails/sec when we turn on
spam and virus filtering. I show that it is possible to attack an SMTP server without consuming
all of the available bandwidth. The needed bandwidth for a successful DoS attacks is highly
depends on system propertiest, in my case it about 1 Mbit/sec. My measurements also show that
the usage of content filtering highly affects the performance of the server and therefore makes it
much more vulnerable to DoS attacks. In my specific case the needed bandwidth in the case of
content filtering is only as large as 64 kbit/sec. These results show how important research area
is the field of SMTP servers agains DoS attacks, although there were not too many investigations
in this field.
My results can be used as a background for investigations of the vulnerability of SMTP servers
against DoS attacks. The results can also help to develop better performance tests on SMTP
servers. Of course my measurements were limited in the number of products investigated and
this can be broaden up to carry out larger-scale data collection or to investigate individual per-
formance factors more deeply.

DoS front-end based on traffic measurements

Considering the DoS attack of the SMTP protocol I propose a solution when I identify the at-
tacker from the legitimate users by traffic analysis. I tried to handle the case of DoS attacks
where the modification of the protocol is impossible and therefore the introduction of many so-
lutions, such as client-size puzzle is impossible. The attacker performs a simple query and the
server uses serious resources to answer the query, therefore the resource needs of the parties are
very unbalanced. The other possible case is when the attacker performs a distributed DoS attack
(DDoS) ([4]) when the attacker has control over a significantly higher volume of resources than
the attacked party (e.g. by using of so-called zombie computers).
In the above mentioned cases the possibility of the protection is depending on the possibility of
statistical distinction of attacking and legitimate sources. If the attackers are not distinguishable
then we have no serious chance to protect against them. In contrast, if the attackers are distin-
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guishable from the legitimate sources, and according to my experience most cases they are, the
we have the possibility to protect against them with the usage of network traffic analysis. This
possibility was not deeply analyzed in the literature. I propose a method as countermeasure of
DoS attacks and also analyze its mathematical background.
The most important discovery in the modelling of DoS attacks is the following: The attacker
needs to more and more hosts to carry out attacks when the traffic from an attacking host is indis-
tinguishable from the traffic of the legitimate sources. Meanwhile, if more and more computers
are controlled by the attacker, the possibility of the detection of the attack (and law enforcement
process against him) rises accordingly. The trade-off between this two parameters sets the opti-
mal number of attacking sources and this result gives us a possibility for a successful protection
against DoS attacks.
The algorithm of protection consists of the following sub-algorithms, which are executed con-
secutively:

• Attack detection algorithm, that uses statistics based on sliding windows to measure traffic
jumps (algorithm A1), or detect the overflow of the buffer (algorithm A2) to detect attacks.

• Method for identification of the attacking sources, that is based on the identification the
sources with the highest traffic to the server

• Suppression of the attacking traffic, based on the filtering of plausible attackers

• Algorithm to check the success of the suppression, investigating if the traffic returns to the
normal state

A.) Detection Of The Attack
Algorithm A1.

The beginning of the attack is decided to be time t̂, which is the time, when the following event
occurs:
Event 1: The buffer length exceeds a pre-defined paramter L1

Algorithm A2.
The beginning of the attack is decided to be time t̂, which is the time, the following event occurs:
Event 2:

λ̂(t̂) > (1 + r)λ̄(t̂) (3)

where r , r > 0 is a design parameter, λ̄(t) is a long time traffic level, while λ̂(t) is a short time
measured traffic level.
Algorithm A3.
The beginning of the attack is decided to be time t̂, which is the time, when the earlier of the two
events Event 1 and Event 2 occurs.
B.) Identification Of The Attacking Sources
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Starting at time t̂, we measure the aggregate and the individual traffic levels (i.e. traffic per
source). If we correctly identified an attack, i.e. t∗ < t̂ < t∗ + δ, we can make measurements
over the resting time (t∗ + δ − t̂).
Let the output of this measurement be denoted by λ̂r(t

∗ + δ) and λ̂(i)(t∗ + δ) for the aggregate
level and for source i respectively.
As we cannot determine the exact traffic from the legal sources during the attack we use λ̄(t̂− c)
(c > 0) as an estimate on the mean aggregate traffic level of legal sources in time interval
[t∗, t∗ + δ] and we gain an estimate

λ̂a = λ̂r(t
∗ + δ)− λ̄(t̂− c) (4)

on the mean aggregate traffic level of attacking sources. The set Z of active sources is decom-
posed into

Z = Zn ∪ Za (Zn ∩ Za = ∅) (5)

where Zn and Za are the sets of legal sources and attacking sources respectively. The identifica-
tion algorithm outputs a subset Z∗

a of Z. This set should correspond to Za as closely as possible.
The identification of attacking sources is made by the following algorithm:
Algorithm B1.
Find the maximum-sized subset Z∗

a={i1, i2, ..., iv} of Z, which corresponds to sources with the
highest measured traffic levels, such that

v∑
j=1

λ̂(ij)(t∗ + δ) ≤ λ̂a (6)

Algorithm B2.
Omit those sources from set Z which have been active at time (t̂− c), c > 0, and use Algorithm
B1.
C.) Suppression Of The Attacking Traffic
Once we have successfully identified the attacking sources, the traffic suppression algorithm is
straightforward:
Algorithm C.
Discard all incoming units with sources from the set Z∗

a .
D.) Checking Of The Success Of Suppression
Algorithm D.
In case of successful intervention, by running Algorithm C the buffer length has to retire below
length L1 within a timeout t_out. If it does not occur we should discard packets from further
active sources beginning with the one with the highest measured traffic level, followed by a new
checking of success. These steps are repeated until the wanted decrease in the queue length is
reached.
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Analysis of the protection module based on network traffic analysis

In my dissertation I analyze some of the properties of my proposed algorithms, such as the
probability of false detection. Two types of false detection is possbile, error Type I. is when an
attack happens, but the algorithm does not identifies it, while errort Type II. is tech case when
the algorithm detects an attack while there was no attack at all.
Two hypotheses at time t can be defined:
In time slot t I test the following hypothesis about the state of the system
H0: state of no attack
H1: state of attack
Consequently Type I and Type II errors are the following:

PI = P ({decision on H0 at time t}|H1)(= 0), (7)
PII = P ({decision on H1 at time t}|H0). (8)

I assume that the system has been in normal state for a long time, when a change of state occurs.
Considering detection algorithm A3 I can give the following rough upper bound on PII

PII,A3 = P ({queue length ≥ L1} ∪ (9)

{λ̂(t̂) > (1 + r) · λ̄(λt)}|H0)

≤ 2 ·max{PII,A1, PII,A2} (10)

where the individual probabilities for the Algorithms A1 and A2 are the following:

PII,A1 = P ({queue length ≥ L1}|H0) (11)

PII,A2 = P ({λ̂(t̂) > (1 + r) · λ̄(t̂)}|H0) (12)

Probability PII,A1 can be calculated (designed) using approaches of standard buffer design. Prob-
ability PII,A2 is considered below, where I give upper bound on it.

P{λ̂(t̂) > (1 + r) · λ̄(t̂)} ≤ 1

wsr2

(
σn

λn

)2

(13)

(ws size of the measurement window, λn: speed of normal traffic, σn: std. dev. of normal traffic
speed)
Beside the formal analysis of the success of the attack detection I also give analysis on the
error probabilities of the identification of the attackers. I show that the best strategy of the
attacker is to spread uniformly the attacking traffic among as many sources as he can to avoid
the identification. I also give analysis and supporting simulation results on the parameters used
in my proposed algorithms.
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Research also proposed some special, methods to protect against network DoS attacks, but most
of them are only viable when it is widely deployed. (e.g. [6],[7]), while my proposed solution
does not need such large-scale modifications.
The applicability of my proposed method depends on the protected service or protocol. My
proposal and my analysis can help to design protocol-specific solutions too.

Prototype of protection based on traffic level measurements against SMTP DoS attacks

To show the applicability of my proposed method I designed and developed a prototype of the
protection. The prototype is based on an STMP server extended with virus filtering. An SMTP
server is a complicated software that performs a lot of different tasks, and therefore the extension
and modification of such software components is not trivial. To successfully deploy my proposed
method I had to insert a solution to enable traffic level measurements, I had to develop the
statistical engine. Design of test tools to verify the work of the statistical engine were also
needed and I also had to integrate the module for filtering the attackers into the SMTP service.
The SMTP system consists of the following modules: Exim MTA (SMTP server), Amavisd-new
content filtering middleware, and a virus filtering program that is executed by the Amavisd if
neccesary. This system is vulnerable to DoS attacks as the filtering of the viruses consumes lot
of resources and therefore the attacker can fully overload the server by using only a considerably
low amount of network bandwidth (compared with typical available bandwidth).
The topology of my prototype is shown on Figure 1. The modules shown with dark boxes
were developed and inserted in the original system. The following modules were designed and
developed: a TCP wrapper, a DoS front-end client and a DoS front-end engine. The TCP wrapper
waits for incoming connections and if a connection is established, connects to the DoS front-end
client and asks if the client is authorized to send an email (not filtered out). If no filtering is
neccesary then the wrapper transmits the data of the connection to the SMTP server (MTA).
The DoS front-end client is a very simple program to communicate with the front-end engine to
inform the engine about the new connection and to query the engine weather the client should
be filtered or not. Then the answer is sent back to the wrapper. The front-end engine consists
of multiple modules: It contains a statistical engine to continuously monitor network traffic by
the maintenance of state variables, and a decision engine to decide about the attack status and to
identify attackers. The statistical engine executes my the previously defined algorithms.

MTA

TCP 

wrapper Virus 

scanner

MTA-scanner 

middleware

DoS front-end 
client

DoS front-end
engine

MDA

sender

MTA

Figure 1: Topology of the prototype
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My prototype shows that my proposed method is workable in real-life situation. Meanwhile
the prototype is advanced enough to use in production environment, and it can provide real
protection against DoS attacks. During the usage of my prototype extra caution should be taken,
as the prototype uses filtering against the attackers. Due to the filtering there is a chance of false
positives, therefore the fine-tuning and maintenance of the system is necessary.

Claim 3 – Protection against DoS preparation attacks

Publications: [J2], [J3], [C7], [C8], [C5], [O13], [C9]
In this claim I propose new methods to counter some DoS preparation attacks, such as pre-
venting the Directory Harvest Attack and identifying malware infected computers. Con-
cerning Directory Harvest Attacks I propose a new architecture and method to protect
against the attacks and I define an optimal algorithm of the DHA attack. My proposed
protection method is analyzed by simulations and I also created a software prototype.
I analyzed e-mail Directory Harvest Attacks. DHA is typically used to collect e-mail addresses
for spamming, and at the same time, it can lead to a DoS condition by itself. I designed an
optimized DHA attack, where the optimization is based on the probability distribution of e-
mail local parts and the expected number of valid addresses in the targeted domain. I give
formula for the expected number of successfully collected valid e-mail addresses. I prove that
in my model the attack is optimal, the expected number of the successfully collected e-mail
addresses is maximal. I illustrated with simulation results that the optimal attack method is more
efficient than the non-optimized attack. The simulation results based on real data supported the
feasibility and efficiency of my proposed algorithm. I designed a new centralized, real-time
blacklist (RBL) based architecture against DHA attacks. I also developed a prototype system
based on the proposed architecture to show the applicability of my proposal.

Optimized Directory Harvest Attack(DHA)

The e-mail Directory Harvest Attack (DHA) is a special form of brute force attack. The attacker’s
goal is to gain information about the e-mail addresses used in a domain name. The attacker sends
a trial e-mail message for a target e-mail address. If the attacker receives an error message, then
the target e-mail address probably does not exist. In contrast, if the attacker does not get an error
message, then the e-mail address is possibly valid and can be collected into a list. The attack
itself is not harmful to the attacked domain (except when the volume of the attack is high enough
to be considered as a Denial of Service attack). The secondary effect of a successful DHA is
that the e-mail address gets inserted into a bulk e-mail address list and spam starts flooding the
identified user.
The DHA problem is not elaborated well publicly, although most commercial spam solutions
state that they deal with the threat ([8],[9]). No detailed information is available how these
commercial programs provide protection against the DHA.
The Directory Harvest Attack can be categorized into two main categories:
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• The attacker tries all possible valid character combinations with 1...N characters. This can
be enhanced that only wordlike strings are used.

• The attacker uses a wordlist (or dictionary) of possible (frequent) user names (e-mail ad-
dress local-parts). The wordlist is typically based on dictionary words or generated using
previously known e-mail address lists.

I found that most of the attackers use a fixed size dictionary during the DHA attack and they
attack only a few selected domains. In the dissertation I show, that this attack method is not
optimal. I show that the attack of a resource-constrained attacker can be optimized by using
certain additional information (frequency distribution of the known e-mail local-parts in a region,
estimated number of e-mail addresses in the target domains). Although currently the attacks are
not optimized in the presented way, we can expect that the attackers will also optimize their attack
in the future. The analysis of the optimal attack is therefore necessary to be able to give effective
countermeasure against the DHA. In the optimal case the attacker distributes its effort according
to the estimated number of valid e-mail addresses of the target domains. If the estimated number
of valid e-mail addresses is larger, then the attacker uses up more trials from the dictionary
against the targeted domain.
I define the pseudocode of the optimal behavior as follows:

for all d ≤ ND do
i[d] ⇐ 1

end for
trial ⇐ 1
while trial ≤ t do

d ⇐ 1, pmax ⇐ 0, target ⇐ 0
while d ≤ ND do

if p(Wi[d] ∈ Ud) > pmax then
pmax ⇐ p(Wi[d]), target ⇐ d

end if
end while
Try(word Wi[target], on domain target)
i[target] ⇐ i[target] + 1
trial ⇐ trial + 1

end while
ND: number of targeted domains; i[d]: number of tried words in the domain with index d; t: resource
constraint of the attacker (possible trials); Ud: the set of users in domain d; W : list of e-mail address
local_parts in descending order of the frequency; p denotes possibility, pmax, target, d: internal variables

The attacker chooses a target domain and the next element of the dictionary against that domain in each
step. This way the attacker tries that word that is most probably valid in that step.
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Analysis of optimal attack

The expected number of the successfully collected addresses for the normal, non-optimized attack method
is the following:

E(S) =
ND∑

i=1

N i
U

T∑

j=1

P (Wj)

where S is the number of successfully collected addresses, and T is the number of executed trials against
the specific domain.
For the optimized attack the expected number of collected addresses is given with the following formula:

E(S) =
ND∑

i=1

N i
U

ti∑

j=1

P (Wj)

For further analysis I use the Lagrange multiplicator technique. We try to find the maximum of

H(t) = n1h(t1) + .... + nkh(tk)

where ni = N i
U . For the case when h(x) is a function in the form of h(x) = a/xb, then h′(x) = c/xd d =

b + 1, and we get the following result:

ti = t · n1/d
i /

ND∑

i=1

n
1/d
i , i = 1, ..., ND

In the dissertation I analyze the optimal attack and prove that it is optimal. The results are furthermore
supported with simulation results. For my simulations I use real-life data and the results show that the
optimal attack can identify significantly larger amount of valid e-mail addresses.
The simulation covers two scenarios, in one case I defined 11 target domains, in the other 6 domains were
given. In the first case 1730 valid addresses were considered, while 23000 valid addresses were given to
the other scenario. The table 3 shows that the Algorithm 2 (optimal attack) resulted a significantly higher
number of successfully identified e-mail addresses to the attacker with the same resource consumption.

Table 3: DHA simulation results

ND Total user Identified addresses, Alg. 1. Identified addresses, Alg 2.
11 1730 87 180
6 23000 5395 6754

Protection method against DHA with centralized approach

I propose a network based, centralized protection against the DHA attacks, based on real-time blacklist
(RBL). I am not aware on any other detailed protection in the literature proposed against DHA attacks.
The proposed protection works the following way: We continuously monitor the e-mail traffic at the
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servers to identify e-mail messages without valid recipients. If we detect a number of messages coming
from a single IP address to the server with illegal recipients, then it is reported to a central system. The
central system functions as a trusted third party, who collects information from the clients, analyzes and
aggregates the information and defines a list of the IP addresses of the suspected attackers. The clients can
perform a query to the central server before the arrival of each message determining if the sending server
is a suspected attacker or not. If the sender computer is identified as an attacker, the client can interrupt
the mail delivery and close the connection. The proposed method is one kind of real-time blacklist (RBL)
and therefore it can be implemented with some level of compatibility to existing solutions.

I designed and developed a prototype to show the applicability of my proposed protection. The protection
consists of a log analyzer, a reporting tool for suspected attackers, a central server engine for handling
reports and to maintain the database of suspected attackers. The solution also contains a filtering tool that
can query the server about the status of a e-mail sending party. The filtering tool is an extension of the
DoS front-end prototype (that uses traffic level measurements to protect against DoS attacks).

Simulations based on the different algorithms and parameters were carried out to show the behavior of
the proposed protection methods. In the simulations I show that using higher number of detectors in the
network helps the identification of the attackers, but also causes higher ratio of false positives. I also show
similar results when the attack detection threshold is low. Simulations were also carried out to show how
different aging parameters affect the number of false positives. Finally, an adaptive technique is proposed
for lowering the number of false positives.

6 Application of the results
During my research I always tried to support my results with practical prototypes. I designed and devel-
oped the following prototypes during my work:

• DoS front-end based on traffic level measurements

• Protection prototype against DHA attacks

The protection agains DHA and DOS (based on traffic level measuremets) were deployed into real-life
product environment to protect hundreds of users of some SMTP servers. To successfully deploy my
proposed methods I had to refine parameters to avoid the false positives. I also had to use white-lists of
some servers, that the protection detects as attacker. These host in fact can be considered as real attackers,
but many times these are servers of reputable Internet providers forwarding attacks from infected hosts in
their internal network.

The SMTP related protection methods are also used in our reseearch during the DESEREC (Depend-
able security by enhanced reconfigurability) project of the EU. FP6 framework programme (contract no.
026600).
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